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2. Context 



Globalisation has a clear cultural component. But it has not enough 

meeting points for dialogue, exchange, analysis... and policy. 

A “cultural diversity” momentum. 

– “Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity”, 2001, UNESCO 

– “Cultural liberty in today’s diverse world”, 2004, UNDP 

– “Convention on the protection and promotion of the diversity 

of cultural expressions”, 2005, UNESCO 

– European Agenda for culture, 2007, European Commission 

– European Year of Intercultural Dialogue, 2008, European 

institutions and civil society 

A critical role for civil society, but not yet a global “cultural 

Greenpeace” 

 











A growing role for cities and local governments 

– The space of innovation. Yesterday, today and tomorrow… 

– Cities are the spaces where globalisation becomes more obvious. 

– International programmes and national policies cannot be 

successfully implemented without the involvement of cities. 

– The cultural dimension of urban policies is crucial: democracy, 

governance, creativity, intercultural dialogue, social cohesion, 

economic growth and urban spaces are interrelated at a local level. 

“Think globally, act locally”, as well as “think locally, act globally” 

 

A new unified voice of cities 

 





3. Agenda 21 for culture 



The Agenda 21 for culture was agreed by cities and local 

governments from all over the world “committed to human rights, 

cultural diversity, sustainability, participatory democracy and 

creating conditions for peace” 

 

It was approved by the 4th Forum of Local Authorities for Social 

Inclusion of Porto Alegre, held in Barcelona on 8 May 2004 as 

part of the first Universal Forum of Cultures 

 

Drafts: September 2002 to May 2004 



The world organisation United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) 

adopted the Agenda 21 for culture as a reference document for its 

programmes on culture and assumed the role of coordinator of the 

process subsequent to its approval 

 

Around 350 organisations connected, including cities and networks 



The website http://www.agenda21culture.net hosts all the resources 

related, including translations of the document into several 

languages, articles, publications, news and events. 

 

• Circulars 

• Newsletters 

 



Documents Commitee on Culture 



The Agenda 21 for culture has 67 articles, divided into three large sections:  

– Principles (16 articles) 

– Undertakings (29 articles) 

– Recommendations (22 articles) 



Contents. 

• Definition of culture and cultural rights 

• Culture and governance 

• Culture, sustainability and territory 

• Culture and social inclusion 

• Culture and economy 





Translations. 

Albanese, Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, English, French, Galician, 

German, Italian, Japanese, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, 

Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish and Ukrainian. 

 

All translations are undertaken by local partners. 





Official members 

• Cities and local governments the world over. 

• Networks and associations of cities 

 

Observers 

• Ministries 

• International organisations 

• Civil society 

 



1. Local policies for cultural diversity 

2. Culture, local governments and Millennium Development Goals 

3. The Agenda 21 for culture in France - State of affairs and outlook 

4. Culture and sustainable development: examples of institutional 

innovation and proposal of a new cultural policy profile 

5. Cities, cultures and developments. A report that marks the fifth 

anniversary of Agenda 21 for culture 

 

Reports 





Around 450 cities, local governments and organisations from all over 

the world are linked to Agenda 21 for culture (September 2011). A 

complete list is periodically updated on the websites. 

 

General concepts and considerations for implementation: cross-cutting, 

crucial role of civil society, shared responsibility, mid-long term, 

development of indicators... 

Agenda 21 for culture provides an opportunity for every city to create a 

long-term vision of culture as a basic pillar in its development. The 

tools for implementation are: 

• Local cultural strategy 

• Charter of cultural rights and responsibilities 

• Culture council 

• Cultural impact assessment 

 

Local implementation 



• Montreal 

• Barcelona 

• Lille 

• Toulouse 

• reseauculture21.fr 

• European Cultural Foundation 

 

Examples 

















Fund for cultural cooperation 

 

- launched in March 2010, deadline 22 June 2010 

- aimed at countries in Africa, Latin-America and the Mediterranean 

- for cities and local governments  

- which wish to develop locally a project based on Agenda 21 for culture 

- 78 expressions, 26 projects submitted, 11 winners 



Proposal for a new cultural policy profile 

Cultural rights and responsibilities 

Cultural policies. Impact. Evaluation. 

Policies for the arts, the heritage and 

the languages 

Copyright regime 

Professional artistic education 

A diverse cultural ecosystem 

INNER CORE  

OF CULTURAL POLICIES 

New audiences 

Active cultural practices 

Intercultural dialogue 

Gender equality 

CULTURE  

AND 

SOCIAL INCLUSION 

Economic and financial instruments to 

support cultural projects 

Cultural employment 

Creative industries, media and information and 

communication technologies 

CULTURE  

AND  

ECONOMY 

Eco-events and eco-buildings 

Territorial balance of the 

cultural supply 

Landscapes 

Culture and urban planning / 

urban regeneration 

CULTURE 

AND  

ENVIRONMENT 

Participation of civil society 

International networks 

Tiers of government 

GOVERNANCE 

Source. Elaborated by Jordi Pascual, following to the results of the report “Culture and sustainable development: examples of institutional innovation and proposal of a new cultural policy profile”. 

Public spaces for cultural projects 





- Geographical imbalance in membership 

- Better communication and more interactive website 

- Would a campaign make sense? Could we use 21 May? 

- Reporting how Agenda 21 for culture is implemented locally. 

- Training and peer-reviews 

- More research on pending issues: culture and sustainable 
development, culture and development cooperation… 

- Advocacy to UN agencies and programmes 

Challenges 



 

 agenda21culture.net  
 
 


